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During the Easter holidays I went to
Keswick for a few days with Trinity
Ramblers. From the start it was filled
with inconsistencies. The A66 was
blocked between Brough and Penrith so
with that, dubious weather and no
diversion signs it was an interesting
journey. The next day it rained
persistently so it was a ‘travelling’ day –
garden centres, museums etc. seemed to
be very popular. Following that was a sun
filled, blue sky day. Our final day started
well but the weather was due to change
later!
It is safe to say it was a consistently
inconsistent time (if you catch my drift)
But there were some fabulous
consistencies too. The hotel was
excellent, as it always has been. The fun,
friendship, caring and laughter was as it
always has been. The scenery was
stunning, as always, with the bonus of
snow-capped mountains glittering in the
sunshine. It struck me then, looking
around, that we all have consistency with
God’s love, caring and constant provision
for us. We are not always aware of it, but
then it dawns on you that amazing things
are happening, and it can’t just be
coincidence!
Perhaps as you read the following articles
there may be something that speaks to
you and gives you encouragement or
something to think about, or even spurs
you on to write something for the next
edition of Memo.
As is often the case at this time of year
we are preparing for goodbyes and hellos.
We think of those going to university or
moving to other parts of the country for
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work commitments. Our best wishes go
with Revd. Una well as she joins the
ecumenical team in Cramlington in
August and we look forward to Revd
Charity coming into the circuit.
The Communications team wish you a
happy, healthy summer perhaps spending
time with family and friends and
reflecting on the consistency of God
within and around us.
Blessings
Anne on behalf of Elaine and Dave

Songs of Praise
October 14th at Avenue 6.00pm
As each Circuit can now decide
when it wants to have Local
Preachers’ Sunday, we have
decided to have it on that day.
The service will be made up of
hymns chosen by some of our Local
Preachers who will speak of their
meaning in their preparation of
worship.
Dave and Ron

DEADLINE FOR NEXT EDITION
OF MEMO

Please send all contributions to the
Communications Team
C/O the Circuit office,
Nunthorpe Methodist Church,
Connaught Road, Nunthorpe,
Middlesbrough TS7 0BS
Or email to mbrocircuit@gmail.com by
3rd July

The Superintendent’s Letter
'He bids us build each other up;
And, gathered into one,
To our high calling's glorious hope
We hand in hand go on.'
Charles Wesley StF 608 v 2
Beloved in Christ,
I would like to use my letter to the Circuit family in Memo to do a number of
things. Firstly, to say thank you to Una as she comes to the end of her time
amongst us. Una's particular gifts and graces have been so appreciated in the
Circuit and particularly in the three church families she has served over the
past four years. We wish her well as she goes to pastures new and pray that
she will know happiness and fulfillment as she serves Our Lord in the next
stage of her ministry.

I would also like to use this opportunity to thank Ron Preece for his twenty
years service to our Circuit as Treasurer. We couldn't count the hours of work
Ron has put into helping this Circuit continue to fulfill its mission and
ministry. I hope you will join me in celebrating his 80th Birthday as well as
saying thank you to him. (Details of the party on page 4).
Then to something I feel God has put into my heart to say. . .
In John 13: 34 & 35 we read some words of Jesus which are so familiar to us
that they trip off the tongue quite easily.
Easy to say but not always easy to do. From The Message:'Let me give you a new command: Love one another. In the same way I loved
you, you love one another. This is how everyone will recognize that you are my
disciples - when they see the love you have for each other.'
Go on, read it again - let those words sink deep into your soul and then ask,
as I ask myself, why has God put this into her/my heart to share with the
Circuit? Why is Sue banging on about something which is so fundamental
that surely it's a given - it's what we are about - it's our nature, it's our faith,
it's what we do - IS IT?
Like any human family, relationships can get strained, fractured and sometimes even break. We, the church family are not exempt from hurt feelings,
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misunderstandings and downright bad temperedness.
So how can WE be expected to be different.
Because Jesus commands us to Love One Another - he doesn't say, on a
good day, when everyone is doing what you want them to do and
no one disagrees with you, if you feel like it, you can Love One
Another - NO - It is his Command!
Because he gives us his Spirit to help us - most promises in the life of the
church are fulfilled by saying - With God's help!
Because Loving is costly - it cost Jesus his life and he tells us to love each
other in the same way - Love as I love you!
Because really loving other Disciples means accepting that they are
walking the same journey as we are - with the same Lord - but like
us, they are learning just the same - and none of us have got it
perfect!
Because if we love our brothers and sisters in Christ, then when people
look at the church, they will see how it is possible to live in this
world with people who are different - That's the way God intended
it to be when we are, 'In Christ!'

So, if there's someone in your church family or fellowship group or in the
Circuit or a brother or sister from another church and you feel your
relationship with them has become strained or fractured or even been
broken - go to them- try to fulfill Christ's Gloriously high calling - mend
those broken relationships and 'Hand in hand go on.'
For the sake of the Kingdom!
With sincere Love,

Sue
You are invited to a party to celebrate the 80th birthday of
Ron Preece.
We also want to use this occasion to say an enormous
Thank You
to him for his 20 years service as our Circuit Treasurer.
Please come to Nunthorpe Methodist Church
on Saturday 2nd June at 2pm.
We hope everyone will bring a little party food
so we can share together.
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News from the March Circuit Meeting
Invitation and Stationing - Rev Una Mclean will be leaving our Circuit in
the summer and the Rev Charity Hamilton has been appointed as our
new presbyter for Linthorpe, Trinity and Grove Hill from September 2018.
She is very excited to be coming to Middlesbrough and we look forward
to welcoming her into our circuit.
Circuit Retirements:Circuit Treasurer - Ron Preece who held this position for 20 years
World Mission and JMA treasurer - Denise Gibson
Ministerial Development Review Person - Brian Coldwell
Appointments:TFFC - Sharon Sewell - Children and Family worker
LRRC - Amanda Bolderson - Project Coordinator and Fundraiser
To the Circuit Finance Team: Lesley Duffield (Circuit Treasurer) and Kay
Braithwaite
To the Circuit Property Team: Brian Glover and Bernard Nixon to assist
Julie O’Key
Local Preachers
Kate Dykes, having completed all training was recognised as a fully
accredited Local Preacher, and Dave Elliott was acknowledged as
having served as a local preacher for 40 years.
Feast of Fun – will take place again this year. The event which ensures
children get something to eat and have something to do in the summer
holidays was very successful the last time it was held, but does depend
hugely on volunteers, particularly older people who have a skill they
could share with the children. For anyone who feels they may be able to
help, the contact person is Heather Black at Together Middlesbrough and
Cleveland
Grave talk - a cafe space is being set up to give people the opportunity
to talk about all things relating to death in a relaxed environment over tea
and cake. This will be based around 52 specially written open
questions. There are no answers just conversation and information will
be available through churches
Conversations with Northallerton Circuit
Rev D Godfrey (Northallerton Superintendent Minister) and Rev Sue
Greenwood have met and had conversation about setting up links
between the two circuits to learn from, and support the work done in
both circuits. Moving forward it is planned to invite people from
Northallerton to visit our circuit and see some of our projects at work.
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A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
On Tuesday morning 3rd April we received a ‘phone call from Eric – “The A66 is
closed due to an accident.” Well it was important information as 16 Trinity
Ramblers (more talking than walking) were due to meet at Keswick for our annual
‘walking weekend’ – we have all retired so ‘weekend’ means any 3 days! From
Barnard Castle to the A66 was beautiful, roads were clear but all the fields and hills
were covered in snow. When we came to the road closure, following instructions
from our Satnav. we were diverted towards Kirkby Stephen and then up little side
roads to join the A6 near Penrith, then to the Rheged Centre for our “coffee stop”.
There 3 of us increased to 8 when others arrived. As we approached Keswick it
started to really rain, there was very little snow, even on Blencathra. At 1pm any
thought of our walk was abandoned due to the extremely heavy rain, so we did the
usual – tour of the coffee shops (and free use of toilets).
We started walking in 1991 and have stayed in the “Lakes” for 21 years and for the
last 16 years at Dalegarth House in Portinscale where the welcome by Clare and
Craig, the food and sheer enjoyment are always superb – we’ve already booked in
for next year.
On Wednesday the forecast was even worse than Tuesday so we decided again to
abandon the walk and do our own thing. Some visited the slate mines, two hardy
folks walked to Cat Bells, some went by bus to Buttermere, others shopping again
in Keswick but 6 of us decided that rather than walk from coffee shop to coffee
shop we would drive. Hayes Garden Centre at Ambleside was the first stop, even
part of the car park was under water. the second stop was Grasmere Village Garden
Centre where there was a wood carving of the 7 dwarves. It was very good but as a
fellow “rain dodger” said at £3,500 he didn’t think it would move. The humour and
friendship was wonderful. After our meal that evening and some “easy” quizzes (4
or 5 correct answers out of 20) different people told their stories of the day. For
most the sun did shine on them (the righteous) at some time during the day.
A story told one evening - A new vicar was visiting the homes of his parishioners.
At one house it seemed obvious that someone was at home, but no answer came to
his repeated knocks. Therefore, he took out a business card and wrote ‘Revelation
3:20’ on the back of it and stuck it in the door. When the offering was processed the
following Sunday, he found that his card had been returned. Added to it was this
cryptic message, Genesis 3:10. Reaching for his bible to check out the citation, he
broke up in gales of laughter. Revelation 3:20 begins ‘Behold I stand at the door
and knock’. Genesis 3:10 reads, ‘I heard your voice in the garden and I was afraid
for I was naked.’
Craig said the forecast for Thursday was good so those that had one grabbed their
mobile phones to check – it was true. On Thursday morning sky to sky sunshine so
one hardy soul went up Cat Bells. The other 15 set off for a pleasant stroll of about
6 + miles. Some fell by the way side (due to bad hips, knees and old age), but most
met up again (yes you’ve guessed right) for coffee by the Lake in Keswick.
Bill, Frank and Anne then walked to Friars Crag – a few minutes from the café and
from there (where Pilgrims hundreds of years ago took a boat trip to the island in
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the lake) you looked out over the lake to Castle Crag and Scafell in the distance. It
was and still is awesome – God created a beautiful world, and worth the extra time
to take it all in.
While we were there a young man of 79 insisted we borrowed his binoculars to
look at what he described as a ‘football crowd’ going up Cat Bells. After stopping
in Keswick to buy some chocolate we had a pleasant mile walk back to Portinscale
to prepare for our evening meal and entertainment.
During the evening we discovered that the average age of the party was just over
76, the average number of pills taken was 5 with at least two on no medication!!
We had a wonderful time of friendship and fellowship and are looking forward to
next year when our average age will be over 77 and hopefully average number of
pills will decrease. In 1991 we walked about 14-16 miles each fortnight, we are
now moaning when it is longer than about 4 miles – still we were in our fifties
then – but over the years we must have walked over 550 walks and covered 4,500
miles.
We thank God for the privilege of being able to see the awesome wonders that he
has created for us and the beauty of the countryside we see round about us.

Bill Reeve

Methodist Women in Britain
Incorporating Women’s Network and British unit
of the World Federation of Methodist
and Uniting Church Women
There will be no Circuit Network Meetings during June, July and
August.
District Methodist Women in Britain event
Thursday July 12th at 6pm
President’s Evening at Normanby Methodist Church
“SUMMER SALAD SERENADE”
Tickets available £7, see your Church MWiB Secretary
All ladies welcome.
Kath Smithies
Circuit Methodist Women in Britain Secretary
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PSALM 123
The Bible is the inspired word of God. Sometimes as I read it I am not inspired
by the inspired Word of God. I can see nothing fresh in the verses I’m reading.
It all seems very dull and ordinary. When that happens, I know what I haven’t
done! Although the Bible is the inspired word of God, I have been reading it as
though it were just any old book. What have I forgotten to do?
I’ve forgotten to ask the Holy Spirit to bring it to life for me.
The Book of Psalms is, for many of us, one of our favourite books of the Bible.
The psalms of praise are especially good when we say them together with each
other worshipping God in church. I’ve found that every situation in life is
represented in the psalms, so whatever our need or trouble, there’s a psalm to
fit it. The words in them often mirror how we are feeling at a particular time. As
we read the psalms they show us how to talk to God about our situation and how
to get the help we need from God.
So how shall we pray these psalms?
The Psalms don’t insist that we follow word for word and line by line, but they
do intend us to have the freedom to engage our imagination as we approach our
God. The Psalms are our partners in prayer. Let me take these verses of Psalm
123 for instance.
1: To you I lift up my eyes, O you who are enthroned in the heavens!
2: As the eyes of servants look to the hand of their master,
as the eyes of a maid to the hand of her mistress,
so our eyes look to the Lor d our God, until he has mercy upon us.
For so many years I’ve read this and passed over it. What has it to do with me?
It doesn’t seem to speak to the world we live in now. But something has brought
this psalm to life for me recently and it’s something totally unrelated to the Bible.
We live on a main road and every day people pass by with their dogs on the
lead/tether. The dogs are usually excited, looking forward to running about on
the nearby field, meeting their doggy friends and smelling all the interesting
smells. They keep looking at their owners trying to communicate how they’re
feeling. The younger dogs can be anxious about the noisy traffic, the older dogs
saying “Please don’t walk so fast”. More often than not, their owners are talking
to other people or on their mobile phones taking no notice of the dog. And I’m
dying to say “Please look at your dog – he’s trying to say something to you!
A favourite writer of mine, Alec Motyer, says
“At the end of our tether there’s a place called prayer.”
All we have to do is follow the example of Jesus and look up to God.
John 17:1 Jesus said these things and lifting up his eyes to heaven he said
“Father”
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Now this looking up to God is only effective if it connects to another eye
already looking down. When “at the end of our tether” this “looking up” may
be all we can manage. But God is always waiting, always has been waiting,
always looking towards us.
And where is God, our God who is a God of love and of mercy; where is he
when he is looking towards us? He’s in heaven – the place of rest where the
“storms” on earth are not “storms” in heaven.
Lets go back to the bit where the psalmist talks about the eyes and the hand.
Did you know that in the OT: the eye is the organ of desire and the hand is the
organ of intervention – personal action.
So, just like the dog looks up to his owner to ask for attention, we come to
bring our needs (looking up with our eyes) to God’s action (his hand).
Our job is to look towards him and wait. God’s job is to act.
Unlike the owners of the dogs, our God is always there when we look up to
him, not on his mobile!
PRAYER
God of grace and mercy.
Your Word is the light we see, a guide for our footsteps to where you are
found.
Your Word is the strength we find when darkness threatens to overwhelm.
Your Word is the power we need to become servants of a Heavenly King.
Amen.
Ruth Taylor

UPDATING THE CIRCUIT
When we were stationed in North Wales one way of keeping the
circuit involved and informed, was that every church submitted an
article saying what they had done since the last Link ( their version
of Memo) and what their plans for the next 3 months were. So if
they were planning a fundraiser it could be mentioned there as well
as a separate advertisement.
I was wondering if every church could take this on in an attempt to
bring the Circuit closer together.
Colin McLean

Let’s have your articles for MEMO please!!!!
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Our Pilgrim Way
Summer Suns are Glowing H&P 361
Envious? Well, yes I’ll admit it. I am just a little bit envious of those Born-and-Bred-in
-Middlesbrough Methodists with their shared memories and experiences of people
and places. In some ways I will always feel an outsider who doesn’t recognise the
mentioned names of preachers and teachers, or who never saw Avenue in its prime,
or even guessed there was a chapel in Gilkes Street or Southfield Road. In addition,
my sense of deprivation is deepened when I hear talk of Sunday School and
anniversaries and trips and teas, and your fun at youth groups of yore for I only
went to Sunday School until I was about 5 when my brother and I became the only
children at chapel. Sunday School had been at half-past two, so we had always
stayed in for the sermons, long ones, a time sweetened only by my kind father who
ritually produced from his waistcoat pocket, one Fox’s Glacier mint or one Riley’s
Chocolate Covered Toffee Roll which we had to make last! Even today, I can keep a
sweet going in my mouth for a very long time!
But, although I never sang the songs or heard bible stories in an actual Sunday
School with other children, I was taught them by my parents at home and I still love
those children’s hymns and can share that delight with you. I wonder if you recall
the exuberant joy of “Give,” said the Little Stream or the heart-rending A little Lamb
went Straying, or the rhythmic terror generated by Master the Tempest is Raging?
Those I remember fondly and can still play them on the piano, easy-play tunes for
The Sunday School Hymnary, so that older children could accompany singing, I
suppose. But the song I’d like to explore more deeply with you also made it to the
grown-ups’ hymn book, even Hymns & Psalms although not sadly, Singing the Faith.
It is Summer Suns are Glowing.
Like all the Sunday School hymns that stood the test of time [there was a lot of dross
I’ll admit] its tune Ruth, by Samuel Smith contributes to its effect. Indeed anyone who
shares my Christian name will have a special affection for it! I can find no information
about Samuel Smith himself [1821-1917] but his lovely little tune is simple, with a
repeated rhythm, an easy range of notes and a mournful key. It’s a minority metre
though [65 65D] which is maybe why the tune isn’t even in Singing the Faith where
Noel Nouvelet and the two popular tunes for At the Name of Jesus are the only
hymns with that metre.
I wonder why it was seen as a Sunday School hymn as the ideas of free grace as
expressed in the hymn, go quite deep. Some suggest that its appeal is limited
because it’s a “summer” hymn but I maintain it’s always summer somewhere in the
world; behind the clouds the sun always shines, and the first verse’s positive words:
happy, bountiful, free, rejoice, mellow, evoke feelings of the sort of weather we love,
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whatever the season.
Its author William Walsham How [1823-97] a Bishop of Wakefield, was known for
his work with the poor and with industrial workers. He likens God’s “free mercy”
and “eternal love” to the sun in that it goes everywhere and “shines” even when
not seen, like the winter sun. The second verse in an exhilarating image compares
God’s love to a huge gleaming banner, fabric “unfurled” and “streaming” as large
and glorious as “heaven above”. The mood changes in the third verse. Sometimes
we just don’t see God’s mercy because of our “blindness”, yet we need his
“loving-kindness. In dark seasons of the soul like when clouds hide the sun, or
when our personal situation seems desperate we need to feel our Father’s
nearness.
The last verse is a declaration of faith, not doubt. We sing the paradox that “Death”
if we have God and his “free mercy” is “bright”! The striking contrast between dark
life and bright death is a powerful one. Like the Israelites in the desert, we are
pilgrims following light/God, on our way to eternity and endless day. Maybe not, I
repeat a children’s hymn.
What children’s hymns do you remember from your faith pilgrimage? For, even if
we can’t always share Boro-specific places and faces, we might be able to share
the Bible stories, songs and experiences. We might recognise being lost and found
like the little lamb, being threatened and terrified like the disciples in the storm,
being full of praise like the little stream or the gentle rain, and despite its archaic
language we might still take pleasure singing about the mystery of God’s loving
kindness and free mercy in Summer Suns are Glowing to the tune Ruth.
Ruth Lewis

ESTON GRANGE METHODIST
CHURCH

Saturday 9th June at 7.00pm
Apollo Male Voice Choir
Tickets £6.00
Contact Maureen Borley for details 01642 294154
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The Creed
Some years ago I wrote in Memo asking why we
very rarely used the Creed in the Communion
service. I still don’t know!
When leading evening worship at Trinity, Ron
Mapplebeck asked about our beliefs and said to us
“when we say the creed during a communion
service” I could almost feel a fellow worshipper saying “O no we don’t” (We
have just had the pantomime at Trinity!) Ron expressed his and probably our
feelings about what our beliefs or doubts are. It was a good service and
certainly made me think. I was confirmed in the Anglican church at St.
Oswalds, many, many years ago but the creed was said at each Communion
service.
In the Methodist Worship Book in many of the services the Nicene Creed is
printed and the word “we” is used. I find that there is very little, if anything,
that is wrong with this declaration of our faith although perhaps some of the
words are a bit dated. I accept that it hasn’t got a star beside it, therefore can be
omitted, but surely not every time. The words “We believe in one God, the Father, the Almighty” is the basis of our faith.
So please, if anyone knows the reason for omitting it so often let me know
through Memo.

Bill Reeve

Easter Sunday.
I am sure that this day seems a long way back when you are reading
‘Memo’ However I hope that the joy and the excitement of the news of
the risen Jesus is still part of our lives and our worship.

For me it was a very special day. It began with my service at Linthorpe
Road, where as always I felt so supported by such a warm and caring
congregation who sang with such passion and really made that service
so worthwhile for me, I hope it was for them!! It is always a privilege to
preach every Sunday but Easter Day is the pinnacle of our year when we
are able to lead people in worshipping a risen Saviour.
Sunday evening was the Circuit Service led as always, with such joy and
sincerity by Rev Sue. It was great to see Kate become a fully accredited
Local Preacher.
However I want to say thank you to all of you who were at the service
and for those friends from other churches in the Circuit who had sent me
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cards or who had spoken to me with their good wishes. I also had the joy
of my family present at the service and I was moved by their gifts and
wishes.
I guess that preaching (as I said in the last ‘Memo’) is so important to me,
although I sometimes doubt how effective I am. Easter Sunday raised my
spirits, put my calling on to an even higher level, and made me feel even
more certain of that calling. It was also the most nervous I had been for a
long time!!
So thank you for all your support when I share in worship at your church,
and especially for being there on Easter Sunday, it made me feel very
humble and very blessed.

Dave Elliott

Easter Offering Service
The circuit service for MWiB Easter Offering,
in April, turned out to be an excellent evening.
We were greeted with a hymn book, an order of
service, a sticky note and 2 pipe cleaners.
Intrigue from the start! PEACE was as the
heart of the service, the official title being ‘Seek peace and pursue it’. As the service
progressed we sang a range of expertly chosen hymns and heard about different
ways in which mission partners have been able to help communities around the
world, particularly in Sri Lanka, Israel and Palestine and Japan.
Celia Shires led the evening with care and passion and gave a challenging sermon
asking what ‘peace’ meant to each of us. The examples she gave were thought
provoking to say the least. The sticky note was part of the prayers and we were
asked to write a short personal pray for a particular part of the world or a general
message of peace and hope and then attach it to a world map. As for the pipe
cleaners they were to be created into a sign of peace to be taken home.

Two of the hymns have particularly stuck in my mind. If you have the time look at
619 and 662 in Singing the Faith, they are very appropriate for us in the world today.
Celia writes as follows
I feel that many in the circuit do not support this circuit service because they think it
is only for women so I want to encourage them to come. This of course is only the
2nd one we have had as a circuit. The Easter offering envelopes raised a substantial
amount as did the offering for World Mission! The Easter Offering envelopes raised a
total of £1257.30 including Gift Aid from most of the Churches, an excellent result. I
think that is the most we have collected in one year. The collection at the service was
£79.50, also good.

Many thanks to all those who made the evening a success,
Anne Smith
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Recollections of Revd. Una McLean
My favourite memory of Una has got to be the first family service that she
did. Lots of children scattered about looking anywhere but at the front.
Don't ask me what the service was about. It's 4 years ago, I have got a bit
of an excuse!
I do remember a cuddly sheep was involved but the thing I remember
most is watching those children one by one. No prodding from parents...
But one by one they turned mesmerised by this lady at the front. No more
fiddling with hymn books they were bolt upright in their chairs waiting to
hear what happened next. She had them eating out of her hands!... It was
wonderful to see the young children so engaged. Thank you, Una,
Dawn Harris Grove Hill
I will remember Una’s time at Linthorpe Road for her hard work and
dedicated service when she was faced with a totally unexpected arrival of
many asylum seekers and refugees.
She coped with these difficulties despite her own severe health problems
at the same time.
I always enjoyed Una’s sermons brought to life and thought provoking
through drama and her own sincerity.
I will also remember her time and Colin’s Maundy Thursday suppers which
led us so appropriately into our Easter season.
I would personally like to thank Una for her comradeship during her time at
Linthorpe Road.
I wish Una and Colin all the very best in their new home and in the future.
Norma Carling Linthorpe Road Church
It has been a pleasure to have Una as our minister. She has shown
compassion, action, wonderful story telling and has managed to keep her
finger on the pulse of a set of busy churches. I will always remember the
’little’ things – the caring touch of a finger on the coffin, the soothing hand
on a young one at Baptism and also the ability to keep a load of kids (and
adults) enthralled with stories particularly at Feast of Fun sessions. I am
sure that the Whinney Banks community will also miss her understanding
and compassion as she has had contact with them.
Anne Smith Trinity
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News from Revd. Ruth Gee
Greetings in the name of Jesus Christ.
I am writing to inform you that I have been appointed to the post of
Connexional Ecumenical Officer from September 1st 2018. This means
that I will now be leaving the Darlington District at the end of August
2018 which is a year earlier than expected; we expect that further
details of how this will be managed will be announced at the Synod on
May 12th. We can be sure that Conference will make provision to
ensure that there is a Chair of the District from 1st September 2018.
It has been both a joy and a privilege to serve as Chair of District and
to work with so many faithful and supportive people as we seek to
share in God's mission in the north east of England. I will always be
grateful to have been stationed here for 10 years, it has been an
enriching and sometimes challenging time as we have sought to
discern the will of God in and for our communities.
Many of you will know that I have always been enthusiastic for
ecumenism believing that we are called to be one and that our
worship and mission are impoverished by our divisions. The role of
Connexional Ecumenical Officer is therefore one to which I felt called.
I will continue to work enthusiastically with you for the next few
months. The Darlington District will always be dear to me and I will
continue to pray for you.
I look forward to seeing some of you on occasions over the next few
months.
Yours in Christ,
Ruth.

Trinity Ramblers
Strawberry & Cream Scone
Coffee Morning
Saturday 16th June
10am - 12 noon
£1.50
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Difficult Questions and Difficult Answers
The Spring has sprung. The grass is ris
I wonder where the birdies is The Bird is on the wing
prolific author Anonymous.
A nonsense poem, but it raises a couple of important questions. The first is do
we read the poem as a poet would read it (someone who deals in mystery
matters) or do we read it as a literalist (fundamentalist) would read it?
I have a book entitled “Good in search of man” by Abraham Heschel which
states” “The meaning of revelation is given to those who are mystery minded,
not to those who are literary minded….”
I understand that Jews do not take their Bible literarily. They read it looking
for meaning and revelation.
We could say that “the bird is flying”, but that that does not sound so good” as
the bird is on the wing. “Everybody knows that the wing is on the bird.
Do we apply our poetic minds (our mystery minds) - so that we may receive a
revelation as to what the words actually mean or when we read the Bible, or do
we read everything “as though it actually happened?”
John Shelby Spong tells us (in “Jesus for the Non-religious”) that in 1834,
nearly 200 years ago, David Friedrich Strauss published a book—”The Life of
Jesus critically examined.” Apparently that book raised questions about the
reliability of the Gospel record.
I am not saying that Strauss is right in questioning these accounts, buy why
was I never told about him? I did not discover this information until about
2006, 200 years later!! I have now built up a small library of “modern”
theological books that challenge many of our standard beliefs.
I was challenged many years ago, at the beginning of Lent, to do something
positive. I began to read my “modern” books. It has really challenged my
mind, but I do not hear modern preachers refer to any of the authors, who have
now become common-place to me.
Authors like Marcus Borg, Gez Vermes, Karen Armstrong, John Hick, Don
Cupitt, John Spong, Hans Kung, Grretta Vosper and many others. The list
could go on and on and on!!!
In our Good Friday service at Nunthorpe, Rev. Sue Greenwood said we needed
to face up to the difficult questions. Not to forget the difficult answers!
I believe that if we are to connect with the “world at large” we need to face up
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to “difficult questions” rather than just re-iterate the Bible stories as though they
were literally true. We must not be scared of finding their hidden meanings.
I could go on and on and on, but I will not, however I will be very glad to enter
into discussions with anyone who is interested.
Allan Richards

Trinity Family Friendly Centre.
At TFFC our vision is to affect the lives of those living in our community, by
encouraging people to engage in activities and social groups at our centre. Many
people live in isolation, suffer with anxiety, depression and are lonely due to
family breakdown.
Whinney Banks is an area of deprivation, children & families are disadvantaged
due to a combination of factors such as; low income, unemployment, poor health
and crime. TFFC aims to be a light in the darkness, giving people hope and
aspiration to help them succeed. TFFC have been building relationships with key
people in the community, identifying areas of need and offering activities to meet
these needs. TFFC aims to be a point of contact for families needing support in
times of crisis, as a church outreach we want the church to impact social
problems as well as spiritual ones. Our vision is to be an intergenerational centre
where people can flourish in a safe non-judgmental environment. Raising the
aspirations of youths in the area is key to change, positive role models and
community involvement can play a huge part in filling the gaps in a young
person’s life who may be struggling at home. TFFC want to be a catalyst for
change in our area, we are a grassroots outreach, focusing on areas which matter
most to people.
Monday: Breakfast Club for adults 10am till12 noon. Social outreach for anyone,
mothers & fathers who have dropped children off at local school. Also, a great
place for fellowship, this is a cafe with a welcoming vibe, making the best bacon
butties in town.
Wednesday: Cake Decorating Course 9.15am till 10.15am. WEA Adult learning
providers are now running courses at TFFC. This aims to improve employability
& confidence building. The Cake Decorating course is the first of many to come
at TFFC.
Thursday 1pm till 2pm. TFFC have a Sing a Long Baby group. Parents &
babies come along to join in the fun, singing & playing with instruments.
Friday 9.30am till 11.30am. TFFC have a successful mother & toddlers, we
have lots of wonderful toys & buffet snacks for kids to enjoy.
6.45pm till 8.30pm. Youth Club. TFFC have recently opened their doors to the
youth, LYNX youth services, they are the providers for this outreach working in
partnership with TFFC. Local Councilors and Police are really pleased and
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attended our first session which was a huge success.
Saturday, fortnightly — Ruth & Naomi Sisterhood. This is a training ground
for women of faith to share a word, sing a song, poem and to be encouraged.
Discipleship is important for Christians to mature in faith. Bringing women
alongside other women to help nurture, guide, and lift up is the vision for
Ruth & Naomi Sisterhood. Ruth was determined to follow God due to
witnessing Naomi's strong faith and her trust in Him.
Community Church Cafe is a project TFFC are currently working towards and
aims to be up and running in August. This will be the heart of the social
outreach and connections made within the community. The Cafe will also be a
place for people to gain work experience and skills. TFFC want to provide a
place where youths can engage in a Cafe church. TFFC are working with local
secondary school Acklam Grange, who have pupils with behavioral and
emotional problems and for a term only out of mainstream school. These
children are going to be involved in the planning and start up of this Cafe.
Giving them skills in the workplace, improving well-being and life skills. This
partnership between Acklam Grange and TFFC hopes to be something
sustainable, as we envision that this becomes a continuous project.
Sharon Sewell
Children and Families Worker

How’s Your Attitude?
5

Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus,
who, though he was in the form of God, did not regard equality with God as
something to be exploited,
7
but emptied himself, taking the form of a slave, being born in human
likeness.
And being found in human form,
8
he humbled himself and became obedient to the point of death - even death
on a cross.
6

At the time of writing I am in the middle section of the great 50 days and by
the time you are reading this Pentecost will have happened. I have found this
year’s reflections particularly helpful as they have explored the different
ways in which we have come to faith and the things that have contributed to
our personal faith journey. It is important for us all to regularly review where
we are in this so that we can be ready to spot those parts of our experience
that will help us to communicate to others the importance of our relationship
with Jesus in our lives.
At the same time the journey from Easter to Pentecost helps us explore the
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Apostles growing awareness of what discipleship was all about. When
Pentecost came they were ready to proclaim Jesus and invite others to
share in his new family of the Church so that they could experience the
love of God for all people. In the same way it allows us the time to reflect
upon our own experience of developing faith and growing as disciples of
Jesus. When we first encounter Christ we are not necessarily the finished
article as disciples, we need to grow and learn as we explore how our
new-found faith works in our daily living.
What is clear, however, is that there should be a difference between the
“old” me and the “new” me. If we attempt to demonstrate to those around
us that Jesus makes a difference in our lives but without any apparent
change in behaviours or attitudes then we will hardly be credible to the
world at large. Each day we should be reflecting on our experiences in the
light of Christ’s nature as expressed by Paul in Philippians and, perhaps,
also in terms of the way in which Jesus responded to people when he
encountered them (see my reflection in the “Great 50 Days”, day 15).
It was a revealing moment for Jean and I one Wednesday afternoon. Each
week we travelled through to look after our grandchildren in Honley, West
Yorkshire. This particular day was just a routine journey, or so I thought.
We’d come off the M1, passed through several villages and had just exited
Denby Dale and were climbing up the hill into Upper Cumberworth and
then we saw it. At the crossroads in the village is The Star Inn but this
week there was something different about it. Across the front of it was a
banner that said “Under New Attitude” – I’ve never seen that before.
Under new management yes, but I’ve never seen under new attitude
previously. It left me thinking about what kind of situation had existed
where the new owners had felt it necessary to make the point that attitudes had changed and customers would find it a much different place to
be.
We will never know what it was that was the catalyst for the change but it
had me reflecting on the change of attitude that we need to demonstrate to
show that we are transformed to do the things of Jesus in the day-to-day
situations we encounter. We may get it wrong sometimes but the key thing
is that we acknowledge when we’ve messed up and make sure we don't
repeat the same mistake. The sharp word, the snap judgement, the poor
decision; These all happen but it’s our response to them that is important.
The attitude change that we commit to when we become disciples within
the family of God’s children must make a difference each day or those
around us will wonder about what’s so special about being a Christian.

How effective is our discipleship? We need to mind our attitude!
Stuart Nimmo
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Led by Rev Sue Greenwood
with

MELDYKE SQUARE

Sunday, July 22nd - 4pm
Refreshments in Memorial Hall
Applied Lafj
A Sunday school teacher was
discussing the Ten
Commandments with her five
and six-year olds. After
explaining the commandment
to "honour thy father and thy
mother," she asked ‘Is there a
commandment that teaches us
how to treat our brothers and
sisters?’

“Wait a moment, dear, this isn’t a
tourists’ attraction ratings guide,
it’s a Health and Safety warning!”
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Without missing a beat, one
little boy answered, ‘Thou shall
not kill.’
The Parish Pump

As you read this article we at MAP will be
planning our summer programme of country walks
and our annual visit to the seaside. This is a highlight
in our year and gives asylum seekers and their
families the opportunity for a day out of fun and
laughter while enjoying our beautiful area.
We continue to welcome an increase in newly dispersed persons to
Middlesbrough which has impacted on the numbers coming through our
Avenue drop-in and the Come and Chat at Linthorpe. Through the Thursday
Ariadne project we work with the Red Cross, Open Door NE and Justice First
providing support, guidance and signposting particularly to the newer arrivals
as they work through the ‘leave to remain’ process. Also on Thursday there is
Tai Chi, a reading group, a singing group run by Streetwise and a women’s
English class led by Middlesbrough Environment City. An increasing number
attend the IELTS class for improving listening, writing, reading and speaking
skills in English to exam level all necessary when applying for work.
The numbers at the Grangetown are small but gives much needed support to
help their integration into the community.
We were invited to visit and offer outreach to a drop in run by Thirteen Group
in Redcar on Wednesday afternoons to families and single young men mainly
from Syria and have gathered a few volunteers who now also give informal
English classes.
The numbers attending our football training sessions run by Paul South from
the Middlesbrough Football Club Foundation has increased with our new
arrivals giving our young men the opportunity to improve their fitness and
built a team spirit when competing in local tournaments. Paul has also been
able to take some team members to Middlesbrough home matches – I think
that is a bonus!. The Foundation has been very generous in supplying kit for
our players.
We can only continue with our work through the generosity of our funders and
we are now in the process of applying for funding for the next three years. The
donations brought weekly to Avenue enable us to continue to offer clothes and
household goods to our new and long term asylum seekers and are much
appreciated. Our grateful thanks to all who support us in this way.
None of our work would be possible without the utter dedication and hard
work of our Project Manager Ailsa Adamson and our new worker Hamid
Yazdanfar who has now settled into his new role. We owe them both a very
big thank you.
Pat Martin
Chair of MAP Trustees
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The Five People you meet in Heaven
by Mitch Albom
Everyone has an idea of heaven, as do most religions, and they
should all be respected. Fairness does not govern life and death. If
it did there would be no babies still-born, disabled or unwanted. No
person would ever die young, alone or in pain. Do you ever wonder
why people gather together when others die?
Remember the recent mass gatherings of mourners at times of local
and national tragedies? Why do people feel a need to gather to
show respect often for strangers they have never even met? Why do
they feel they should gather? Why do they seek to help? It is
because the human spirit knows, deep down, that all lives intersect.
That death just doesn’t take someone, it misses someone else, and
in that short interim between being taken, and being missed lives
are changed forever!
“No man is an island, entire in itself.
Every man is a piece of the Continent, a part of the main ……
Any man’s death diminishes me because I am involved in
mankind.
And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it
tolls for thee”
(John Donne 1573 – 1631)
All endings are also beginnings but we just don’t realise it at the
time. The story of Eddie is set in the USA and heaven. On his
eighty third birthday Eddie, a lonely widowed war veteran, dies in a
tragic accident while trying to prevent it, then rescues and saves
from death a little girl who is falling from a derailed car of an
amusement ride. Ironically Eddie has been responsible for the
maintenance and safety of these dare-devil rides most of his
working life, without an incident, and even in retirement, and he
still takes an interest in helping young folk enjoy themselves. That
is why he was on the spot! At his final breath Eddie remembers the
feel of two small hands grasping his hands and then – nothing.
He awakes in the Afterlife where, to his surprise, he learns that
heaven is not the lush, comfortable Garden of Eden that he had
expected it to be. It is a place where your earthly life is reviewed
and explained to you by five people who were once part of it. These
people may have been close loved ones or even distant strangers
yet, without you realising it, you changed their lives and changed
your own path, forever. These five mentors explain to Eddie how
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and when their lives had crossed, how the meeting had affected
them and all that he had meant to them. They also explain how his
life, which he had previously thought of as routine, mundane and
rather boring in its repetition, had not been so to them, even
though he had had no idea of his influence upon them. He had just
done his duty.
This version of heaven is only a guess, a wish, that people who feel
unimportant here on earth finally come to realise how much they
do matter and just how much they have been and are loved. To tell
you more details would spoil the plot and your ultimate enjoyment.
So, read and enjoy
I know it is not the northern way to gush but why wait to show our
true feelings until we have to say a final goodbye or prepare a
eulogy about someone’s life or even wait until you both go to
heaven? Why not encourage them now by telling them how much
they mean to you, and how some kind word from them, which they
probably don’t even remember, encouraged you and spurred you
on. I’m sure all of us have someone that we knew or know now
who did just that for us and perhaps changed our lives forever. Sit
down with pen and paper and make a list and then act! Write or
speak to them. It may be hard but it might make all the difference
to that someone

Vera Pearson

events around the circuit
Saturday 9th June, Big Coffee Morning at Normanby, 10.00am to
11.30am
Saturday 9th June, Apollo Male Voice Choir at Eston Grange 7.00pm
Tickets £6.00 (see page 11)
Saturday 16th June Ramblers Coffee Morning (see page 15)
Tuesday 26th June, 10am to 12 noon Coffee Morning at Avenue
Community Project, all welcome.
Saturday 7th July Big Coffee Morning at Normanby, 10.00am to 11.30am
Sunday 22nd July, Stainton’s Open Air Sing (see page 20)
Tuesday 31st July, 10.00am to 12 noon Coffee Morning at Avenue
Community Project, all welcome.
Saturday 4th August, Big Coffee Morning at Normanby, 10.00am to
11.30am
Tuesday 28th August, 10.00am to 12 noon Coffee Morning at Avenue
Community Project, all welcome.
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P R A Y E R
3rd

June
Please pray today for our
Circuit. Pray for the Preachers’ meeting taking place tomorrow. Pray for
Rev Sue Greenwood and for Marton.
June 10th Please pray for all those
people in the middle of exams and for
their families as they support them
through these difficult times. Pray for
Rev Christopher Wood-Archer and for
Ormesby.
June 17th On this Father’s Day, we
pray for all dads and granddads, and
we remember with love those who
are no longer with us. We pray for
family life with all its ups and downs.
Pray for Rev Una McLean on her
Sabbatical. Pray also for Grove Hill
June 24th Please pray today for all
those people who faithfully serve our
churches with their ministry of music.
Pray for Rev Len Karn and for
Nunthorpe.
July 1st We pray today for those who
are ill. Pray for Rev Sarah Ramsden
and her ministry at James Cook
Hospital and the Hospice.
July 8th We pray today for all those
people who are unable to find work,
those who are worried about money
and also who feel sometimes to be of
no value. Pray for all who help them
to find work and advice. Pray for
Elaine and the Circuit Office. Pray for
Normanby.
July 15th we pray for all those ministers
in training and those candidating for
the ministry, for those who guide and
support them. Pray for Rev Laurence
Law and the Chinese Church.
July 22nd We think today of schools
breaking up, for children looking
forward to holidays and for those
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D I A R Y
churches providing holiday clubs. We
pray for Trinity and for all those
involved in working with the local
community and for Sharon Sewell the
Outreach worker.
July 29th We pray for all the many
groups which meet in our churches
that they may be aware of the gospel
we proclaim. Pray for the Avenue
team who keep this church available
for the community. Pray for Alicia
Adamson and for MAP.
August 5th
We pray for all those
ministers who will be moving Circuits,
for Rev Una and Colin. We think too of
Rev Charity coming soon to our Circuit
and for her ministry amongst us. Pray
for Linthorpe Road. Pray also for the
Resource Centre staff.
August 12th We pray for people from
our churches on holiday at this time
that they may return rested and
recreated. We pray too for people
who may be visiting our churches to
worship with us that they may find a
warm welcome. Pray for the visiting
Preachers in our Circuit this Quarter.
Pray for Eston Grange.
August 19th We think of the many
students who will have received
important examination results this
month. Be with those who are
disappointed that they may find a
way forward, be with those who
rejoice as they celebrate their success
and look for their futures. Pray for
Stainton.
August 26th Pray today for all the
churches in the Darlington District as
we approach a new Methodist year.
Pray for Rev Ruth Gee Chair of the
District.

